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Ministers’ Messages: (Rev.) Dr. Steven Davis 

 
I took a look just a few days ago 
at the last edition of Voice. On 
the front cover was a picture of 
Karen and I with our arms 
outstretched in welcome as we 
opened the doors of the church 
for the first time in 18 months on 
a Sunday morning to welcome a 
congregation back into the 
sanctuary. It was a meaningful 
day. For a few minutes after I 

arrived earlier that morning the only people there were 
Karen and Tom, plus myself. And yet, even with just the 
three of us, we had a sense of excitement as we took that 
first step (in what will be a series of steps over time) back to 
normalcy. 
 
Well, we’ve been back at in-person worship now for more 
than a month since that picture was taken. Although I was 
excited to be back on that first Sunday morning, I have to 
admit that I was also somewhat hesitant – not really sure 
what to expect and not sure how people would respond to 
the restrictions that we have to put in place to allow for in-
person church gatherings. But so far I’ve been pleasantly 
surprised. Even without the chance to sing and with 
fellowship restricted to socially distanced chats in the 
parking lot, the spirit of the congregation has been very 
good in my opinion, and I for one am finding it much easier 
(and a lot more fun) to be preaching to actual people again. 
There’s no doubt that our online service (and its 
congregation) continue to be a vital part of the PVUC 
family, and Karen, Oksana and I put a 100% effort into that 
service just as much as we do into the Sunday morning 
service, but being able to actually feed off of and respond to 
people’s reactions to what I’m saying is such an essential 
part of preaching. Preaching is a relationship of sorts, and it 
has its own dynamic. The congregation responds to the 
preacher and the preacher feeds off the congregation’s 
reaction.  
(Continued on Page 3)  

 

Rev. Karen Smart 
 
As I sat down to write this article, I 
was remembering our family’s 
Thanksgiving dinner the day 
before.  While the meal itself was 
very familiar – turkey and all the 
fixings – the gathering felt a bit 
surreal.  It had been Christmas 
day in 2019 when our family last 
gathered inside around our dining 
room table to share a meal.  Now 
here we were 22 months later.  

Our grace offered thanks for our many blessings and 
prayers for a number of concerns.  For me, what stands out 
is the sound of laughter.  While the times have been 
challenging, we still have so much to be thankful for and so 
many stories to share.  It was heart-warming to be together 
and share our memories! 
 
Remembering is important:   

 
We remember our veterans on Remembrance Day and the 
valiant gifts they gave to secure our freedom. 
 
We remember our loved ones who no longer walk this 
earth.  We are thankful for the many memories they have 
given us as they live on in our hearts! 
 
We remember the sick and the lonely by sending them 
cards or by phoning them.   
(Continued on Page 3) 
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OCTOBER/NOVEMBER SERVICES 
 
 

 
Sunday, October 24, 2021 – 22nd after Pentecost 
10:30 a.m. Worship, Sunday School/Youth Group 
 
Sunday, October 31, 2021 – 23rd after Pentecost – Anniversary Sunday 
10:30 a.m. Worship, Sunday School/Youth Group 
     
Sunday, November 7, 2021 – 24th after Pentecost – Remembrance Sunday 
10:30 a.m.  Worship, Sunday School/Youth Group 
   
Sunday, November 14, 2021 – 25th after Pentecost 
10:30 a.m. Worship, Sunday School/Youth Group 
   
Sunday, November 21, 2021 – Reign of Christ 
10:30 a.m. Worship, Sunday School/Youth Group 
 
Sunday, November 28, 2021 – Advent I 
10:30 a.m. Worship, Sunday School/Youth Group 
   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEADLINE FOR NEXT EDITION OF VOICE IS  

NOVEMBER 19, 2021 AT NOON. 
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(Rev.) Dr. Steven Davis (continued from page 1)  
Things are adapted and adjusted to on the spur of the moment along the way. 
It’s nice to be able to experience that on a weekly basis again. And I’ve been 
pleased that our attendance (while nowhere near pre-pandemic levels yet) has 
been relatively steady at about 35-40 people, which, to be perfectly honest, is a 
little bit higher than I was expecting, all things considered. So, overall, after the 
last month I’d say that I have a positive feeling about the direction we’re moving 
in, while still recognizing that we have many challenges that we still need to 
overcome in the months ahead. But we are moving in the right direction, and as 
time goes on and – hopefully – as the pandemic stays under control, I hope that 
we’ll be welcoming more people back to the sanctuary on Sunday mornings and 
that we’ll be able to introduce a few more typical elements into the service; a few 
more chances for the congregation to participate. Karen and I are confident 
enough that we’ve already begun sharing some thoughts about what Christmas 
Eve might look like! It won’t be what we’ve been used to for many years, but 
(God willing) it will be a special and meaningful evening of worship. Stay tuned 
for news on that front in the coming weeks. 
 
I think that, all things considered, Thanksgiving was very meaningful this year. 
We do see things moving in the right direction. We can see that God has been 
with us to guide us and help us over the last year and a half. Compared to the 
struggles being faced by many churches in this area right now, we are remaining 
relatively healthy – not without challenges and struggles, but because of the 
commitment of our people and the good stewardship of resources that we’ve 
practiced over the years I think we’re well positioned to look ahead with optimism. For that, I’m especially grateful. Now, as 
leaves change colour and fall, as nights get longer and as temperatures cool, let’s remain a hopeful and positive people. 
How could we be otherwise as a people who follow a Lord who we believe was raised from the dead and remains with us 
today. 
 
May God bless us all as we continue this journey 
 
 

 
Rev. Karen Smart (continued from page 1) 
 
We remember all that Jesus taught us when we share Communion and “do this in remembrance of him”. 
 
We remember those in need in our community and around God’s world.  During these Covid Days our Food Pantry has 
been closed but we have been reaching our clients who regularly used this resource by mailing grocery store gift cards to 
them.  With Christmas coming, we hope to be able to send them a gift card to support their Christmas celebrations.  This 
project is supported by our benevolent fund.  We hope you will join us in remembering others by making a gift to this fund.  
You may do so by placing a cheque in the mail or in our 
church’s locked mail box, by e-transfer or by using the Canada Helps Button on the PVUC website.   
 
Thank you for pausing to remember with me!  Let us give thanks to God for our many blessings! 
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SEEN AROUND PVUC 
Communion – Sunday, October 10, 2021 

 

 
Contributed by Sarah Dodge 

 
On Sunday, October 10, 2021, Rev. Dr. Steven Davis and Rev. Karen Smart held our Communion outside in front of the main 
doors of PVUC. This enabled us (the attending congregation) to remove our masks and take communion as we normally 
would. (Thank goodness, the rain that was forecast held off!) 

 
Cleanup Crew 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                 L to r: Cameron Smart, Peter Rebek, Bill Fox                                                           Clint Sturgeon 
 
Cleanup crew on Sept 9, organized by Property Committee Chair, Doug Brown, getting the church gym ready for rental by 
Elections Canada for use as a polling station. It was a big job, but the intrepid crew was up for the task! (Submitted by Tom 
Smart)                            
 
Editor's Note - Due to technical difficulties, this September photo is appearing in this month's issue of Voice. 
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MEDICAL GUIDELINES WHEN LIVING ALONE 
written by Mary Kendrick and Chris MacCutchan 

 
Earlier this year Mary Kendrick was called to a neighbour’s apartment by a family member of the occupant. Mary found the 
person in some distress and called 911. She then called me to assist. The occupant was non- verbal and had suffered a 
stroke but was sitting quietly on the sofa. What followed when the paramedics arrived was very enlightening and quite stressful 
for Mary and I. The paramedics did an excellent job of diagnosis but questions were fired at us in rapid order! Here are the 
questions asked. 

 
What medications were being used? –fortunately we 

found a bag of recently delivered medication from 
a local pharmacy. 

 
When did someone last speak to the patient? – again a 

family member had spoken to the patient an hour 
earlier and the family regularly spoke during the 
day. 

 
Where was the Health Card? – this was found in a purse-

we felt uncomfortable about going through 
personal things but it had to be done. 

 
Did the person have a history of heart issues? – by now 

a relative had arrived who lived locally and could 
speak to this. 

 
What surgeries had the person had? – Between us we 

were able to answer this briefly. 
 
As a result of knowing about the heart surgery the patient was transported to an appropriate hospital and not the local hospital.  
So much was accomplished owing to several key issues being already set in place. These being – if you give a key to a 
neighbour for safe keeping or for when the apartment/ house needs looking after then a relatives or emergency contact phone 
number must be available too. Regular contact from a relative neighbour or friend is very helpful.  A list of medications must 
be put somewhere handy- suggest on the fridge. Finding a health card is harder but usually in a purse or wallet. The 
paramedics actually took the health card with them, also the medications. 

 
 
Subsequent to the event the need for everyone to have this 
information available was discussed at a PVUC UCW meeting. 
Also the president of the UCW contacted the Region of Durham 
Paramedic Services and was able to obtain an excellent card to 
be filled out and attached to a fridge. It records medication used, 
name of doctor, emergency contact, allergies, etc. Enclosed is a 
picture of the card and the phone number to obtain cards is: 1-
877-999-4336. 
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World Stroke Day, October 29, 2021 

Submitted by Pam Spence 
 
 
The City of Pickering and the Region of Durham have Declared World Stroke Day, October 29, 2021.  
 
This year, in the City of Pickering, there will be 2 tables organized showcasing various resources/literature in dedication of 
World Stroke Day.  The community will be able to pick up any resources on October 29 at the following locations- 
 

 Pickering City Hall, Pickering Public Library 

 Amica Presentation Centre, Pickering Town Centre 

 

It is anticipated that these educational resources will further engage our Pickering and Durham communities on Stroke and 
rehabilitation to return to a level of functionality in the community, utilizing best stroke health care practices. 
 
From the website, World Stroke Organization, 2021- 
 
World Stroke Day is an opportunity to raise awareness of the serious nature and high rates of stroke and talk about ways in 
which we can reduce the burden of stroke through better public awareness of the risk factors and signs of stroke. It is also 
an opportunity to advocate for action by decision makers at global, regional, and national levels that are essential to improve 
stroke prevention, access to acute treatment and support for survivors and caregivers.  For 2021 and 2022 the WSO 
campaign will be focused on raising awareness of the signs of stroke and the need for timely access to quality stroke 
treatment. 
 
From the website of Lakeridge Health-Oshawa, Stroke District Center 
 
Lakeridge Health-Oshawa helps people who have had a stroke, or are at high risk for a stroke, by connecting them quickly 
with the testing and services they need to prevent them from having a stroke in the future. 
 
Lakeridge Health-Oshawa sees patients from all over Durham Region who have been referred through their family doctor or 
from a doctor in an Emergency Room. Designated a District Stroke Center in 2008, their clinic provides testing, patient and 
family education, group lifestyle counselling, risk factor management and referrals to other services. 
 
 
From the website of Scarborough Health Network, Stroke Program  
 
On April 8, 2020, Scarborough Health Network (SHN) proudly opened the doors to the new Stroke Centre of Excellence at  
Birchmount Hospital, fulfilling a promise made to the community almost seven months ago. 
 
Here in Canada, stroke is the third leading cause of death, and SHN sees over 500 acute stroke patients every year.  SHN 
is meeting the longstanding community need by delivering the best possible stroke care for patients now.  With the launch of 
SHN’s new Stroke Centre of Excellence at Birchmount, for the first time, Scarborough has access to seamless stroke care 
services, improved outcomes, and a better health care experience. 
 
(continued on next page) 
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(continued from page 6) 
 
 
From the website of  Central East Regional Cardiovascular Rehab (led by Scarborough Health Network)  
 
The regional cardiovascular rehabilitation service gets you on track to better heart health. This six-month program through 
Centenary and other locations helps to improve your quality of life through supervised exercise, education and guided 
lifestyle change. Prior to COVID, the regional service offered was available throughout Scarborough, Durham and beyond, 
at hospital and community sites closer to where you live and work.  Now we are finding new ways to offer cardiovascular 
rehab virtually - and you can access classes, education and resources right from your home at gethearthealthy.ca 

 
 
 
 
 

WELLNESS & SOCIAL CONCERNS: Ruth Webster 
 

We had great weather for the PVUC Thanksgiving Food Drop Off. 
 

 
A big thank you for your many donations. A special thanks to Betty Metcalf, to Michael Odle who took food 
to the Salvation Army Food Bank in Ajax and to Fran Sancroft who made the delivery to St. Paul’s On the 
Hill, Pickering. As we have been blessed, so we can bless others. 
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TUESDAY MORNING CRAFT AND FELLOWSHIP GROUP (TMCFG): Rowena Dunlop 
 
 

 We are continuing to meet in person, following the rules set out by the ROTG and the Ontario government.  
We usually have 8 – 10 people in attendance.  While some come for the whole morning, others arrive, do a 
few jobs, organize work to take home, and then leave.   Whatever a member (or non-member) feels 
comfortable doing is fine. 

 
As with a lot of things during COVID–19, there has been an impact on Sleeping Children Around the World (SCAW).  Bedkit 
distributions have been postponed until travelling safety issues are addressed.  This affected the delivery to the newest 
destination – Rwanda - which had been given dates for May 2020.  Time was used, during this hiatus, by three leaders of 
SCAW to organize a distribution strategy to Rwanda which led to the successful donation of 1,500 bedkits in March 2021.  
Where there is a will, there is a way. 
 
We have been working on the arrangement of supplies and completed items in Rooms 10 & 11.  This became necessary to 
facilitate the selling of items on the Crafter’s Market Place website as both rooms contained a selection of overlapping 
items.   Thanks to David Jones and Peter Rebek the moving of the heavy/awkward stuff was accomplished in one morning.  
Now the sorting and purging begins. 
 
Although there will not be a Snowflake Christmas Market this year, we 
are hoping that people are still working on items that we can, instead, 
put up for sale through the Crafter’s Market Place.  As you finish your 
items, please pass them along, instead of holding on to them so that 
they can be photographed and put up on the web page.  If you need 
someone to pick up and deliver your items to the church please contact 
Rowena Dunlop or Michèle Kerkos .     
 
There is going to be a Zoom meeting for Tuesday Crafts on Tuesday, 
October 26 at 9:30 a.m.  At that time, you will be brought up-to-date on 
what has been happening and some suggestions will be put forth on 
what needs to be accomplished.  As the 26th is the last Tuesday 
before Halloween, I thought we should celebrate as we did when we 
met in person.  So, hunt through your wardrobe and look for black & orange, hunt through your jewelry box for appropriate 
jewelry, or at the very least cut out a pumpkin/jack-o-lantern from a magazine or the newspaper and pin it to your top!  Be 
creative! 
 
Look forward to seeing you! 
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MISSION & SERVICE: Ruth Webster 
 
DID YOU KNOW?  Montreal City Mission helps people like Arwa, 
a Palestinian refugee, and her 3 children as she looked for housing and a job. With the support of training programs, Arwa 
was soon giving back. During the pandemic she collected a group of women who sewed 500 masks a week for homeless 
folk and frontline workers. Her leadership skills landed her a full-time job at Montreal City Mission. Your gifts to Mission & 
Service support dozens of such organizations across Canada. Thank You. 
 
KARANDA: By the time you read this, your donations for Karanda Mission Hospital should be on a ship sailing to the port of 
Beira, Mozambique. From there they will travel by train to Harare, Zimbabwe and then by truck to Karanda arriving early 
January. 
Reading the Karanda stats below that Dr. Thistle provided, you can see how necessary donations are to the work of the 
hospital.  
Please pray for the safe arrival of supplies, for the resilience of the staff as they deal with the 3rd COVID-19 wave in a 
largely unvaccinated population and for the Thistle family. 
 
 

 
 

Quick Karanda Stats 
4         Doctors, including one specialist  

20         Midwives 

30         Nurses 

152         Hospital beds 

162        % Annual rate of inflation (May 2021)  

179         Schools with AWANA/ Reach4Life Programs 

417         Orphans cared for 

432         Senior Citizens supported 

991         Students sponsored 

1128         GDP per capita in Zimbabwe (2020) 

1800         Deliveries a year in Maternity 

2997        People supported with Nutrition 

3020         Households benefitting from COVID-19 

Education 

3500         Surgeries at Karanda each year 

6208         Inpatient admissions at Karanda each year  

15123         Villagers reached in COVID-19 Education 

programs 

29500         Students reached in COVID-19 Education 

programs 

30,000         Annual government operating grant for 

Karanda ($) 

70,000     Students reached with AWANA/ Reach4Life 

Programs 

75,000     Out patients totals a year 

250,000     Catchment area of Mt. Darwin district 

14,000,000     Population of Zimbabwe 

300,000,000     Average annual government grant for a 

community hospital in Canada ($) 

 

In the operating room with one of our new cardiac 
monitors. With appreciation to Rotary! 
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Thank Offering October 31st, 2021 

 
Let us start by saying thank you for your continued support of PVUC through PAR, cheque and e-transfer 
contributions. 
 
Your generosity supports and sustains our church and continues to display the overwhelming faith of this 
community. We appreciate your support and love during this journey of spiritual growth. 
 
These are unique times at PVUC as we manage through the COVID-19 crisis. We understand that many have 
been impacted physically, emotionally and financially by this disease. Our prayers are with each and every 
one of our members and all those in our community affected. 
  
We are holding our Thank Offering on October 31st, 2021. We ask that you give generously so we can 
continue with our church missions. 
  
 
Regards, 
 
Sean Aune and Bill Fox, Co-Chairs Finance 
 
 

 
 

Defibrillator for Karanda A 15 year old in the postpartum ward- Our concerns over 
teenage pregnancies increase. 
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CHANGES 
 

Our Sympathy 
 
We regret to announce the death of: 
 Gerald Spencer, husband of Phyllis Spencer.  
      Remember days of gladness; Remember times of joy; 

Remember all the moments that grief cannot destroy. 

                                                                                                   #494 Voices United 

 
 
 
 

    
 

NEWS FROM THE PEWS 
 
 

    Birthdays 
Gloria Murkar celebrated another birthday on September 28.  Best 

wishes, Gloria! 
 

Kay Madill turns 90 on November 11.  Congratulations, Kay, on this 
wonderful milestone! 

 
  

        Baby News 
 

Alison Abou-Heif Ovenell is thrilled to announce the birth of her precious 
granddaughter Essia Nejia, born to Justine and Yassine on September 17, 

weighing 7 lbs. 15 oz. All are healthy and happy! 

We are pleased to announce the safe arrival of Nicholas Anthony Malfara six 
weeks early on September 18.  Proud parents are Caroline Murphy and Justin 

Malfara.  Seventh granchild for Dan and Karen Murphy! 
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Congratulations to Florence and 

Robert Lee Kim, upon the arrival 

of twin granddaughters – see 

photo, left to right – Emi and 

Aela.  Proud parents are Ashley 

(daughter of Florence and Robert) 

and Geoffrey Cameron.  The 

twins were born on July 17, 2021 

and this photo was taken around 

two months of age. 
 

 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
Jordan and Alexandre 

Wagner were married 

September 18, 202l at PVUC 

with Rev. Karen Smart 

presiding. Reception was at 

the Royal Ashburn. 

Jordan is the daughter of 

Brenda and Jeff Plummer 

(all familiar faces here at 

PVUC). Jordan is the Youth 

Leader at our church and her 

mother, Brenda, is Chair of 

the Christian Education 

Committee and Sunday 

School Coordinator. Jeff has 

also taken on a new role here 

at PVUC. 

 


